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Run #914 – September 8th 2016
Hares: Broken Boner & Don’t Know Dick
Location: Behind Feed lot 75th Ave
Prelube & On On: Mr. Mikes
Scribe: Sir Cums a Lot
1st Attempt: Not Appreciated (LMAO)
2nd Attempt: The Wrong Turn Behind the Feedlot
Here’s to the Hares, (Broken Boner & Don’t Know Dick), they’re true ‘BLUE’ because
it was cold and wet for this run! Or walk! Or Fall! Whatever suited your fancy. We
circled up for the last run of the current hash year for our RA (Chips A Whore). No
virgins, no new comers, a few outta town hashers, a visitor from Calgary (White Balls),
a little flour to describe the loooong awaited typical Boner Trail and off we went. Things
went really smoothly, after navigating some mud and puddles, both walkers and runners
were off.
A rare glimpse into the evening of a walker proved no more challenging than attempting
to maintain an interesting chat while walking. Although, the company was great, I
dearly missed running. We passed the runners or more precisely we were passed by
the runners on a few occasions, typical for Boner on a well set trail. For the runners,
they passed puddles and mud, followed flour and called OnOn every now and then.
They disappeared and reappeared a few times to shout cheers. Uneventful for the
most part, however White Balls slipped back a stride or two and took up pacing with the
walkers. Apparently, Chip’s A Whore decided he should see what ‘crashing’ and
‘crawling’ was all about, not once, not twice, not thrice but six times did he find himself
on his back or knees (sounds like his Friday nights tales at Swallowmans). Maybe not
six times, that may be an exaggeration. Maybe not tales of his Friday night, that may be
an exaggeration. But I am sure there is some truth to those two statements.
At the end of the walk/run, there was some good beer (Keiths), some not so good beer
(Pilsner) and some soft swill (Coors Light). Boner served up some treats and some
‘home made jerky!’ which was appreciated by most. Not sure why anyone would want
to eat anything Boner Jerks! But they gobbled it down stating how good it was and that
they have had this before (anyone see Van Wilder).
Toasts, Punishments,
Announcements and off to the OnON, where the good time with good friends was
continued by all! Or at least those who went!
Save The Date:

OnOn

November 5th 2:00 P.M. Nookey’s
Birthday Run

sir Cums A Lot
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